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General overview

Walloon region:

- Agricultural research centre(CRA-W)

- Responsible for the Walloon region
and the German speaking region.

Flemish Region:

- Institute for Agricultural and Fisheries
Research (ILVO)

- Responsible for the Flemish region and 
Brussels capital region.

Federal agency for food security is responsable (FAVV/AFSCA )

Delegates the inspection to 2 independent regional authorities

- Regional authorities are responsible for organisation, administration, 
accreditation ISO 17020, inspections, follow up,….

- Close collaboration between the two regional authorities (same equipment, 
software, accreditation, …)
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1995-1998 
1st cycle

1999-2001 
2nd cycle

2002-2004 
3rd cycle

2005-2007 
4th cycle

2008-2010 
5th cycle

2011-2013 
6th cycle

2014-2016 
7th cycle

2017-2019 
8th cycle

September 
1995: 
Inspection 
start up 
First 
inspection 
protocol 
for field 
crop 
sprayers.

September 
1998:
Protocol 
for orchard 
and 
vineyard 
sprayers

1999 - 2015: every 3 year update of the legislation and the protocols.

March 2011:
Publication 
inspection  
protocols for 
greenhouse 
sprayers and 
soil-disinfection 
machines. Start 
up greenhouse 
sprayers

January 2014:
Start up 
inspection 
from soil-
disinfection 
machines

To decide

2009:
Publication 
from directive 
2009/128/EC

End 2016:
All PAE have 

to be 
inspected…

History

…
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Testing equipment
Intensive use

- The testing equipment is intensively used on a daily base:

Usage (10 to 15 inspections a day), loading and unloading, transporting, …. 

- High quality demands ! 

 Solid, accurate, reliable, ….

Some commercially available equipment doesn’t fulfill.

Solutions:

- Adapt and strengthen the commercial equipment.

- Spare equipment and parts in stock.
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Testing equipment
Limited offer
- For some measurements only “basic” equipment is offered. 

- Basic equipment is OK for non frequent use.

- For frequent tasks and professional use faster and ergonomic
solutions are recommended

(Some) basic equipment should be reviewed.

Solution:

- In house developement of new equipment.

- Example:

- Wireless pressure measuring system, 

- Automatic nozzle test bench,

- …
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Testing equipment
Software
- No standard software available at start up. 

- Evolution troughout the years :

 Inspection protocols, mobile data handling, data acquisition, ….

Software development and updates.

Solution:

- Software is updated annually.

- Calculations and data acquisition are implemented.

- Mobile teams work on the same synchronised database via mobile internet.
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Organizational issues
Absentees

- Owners are automatically re-invited by letter after 3 years

- On average about 15% absentees (Flanders) ! 

 Death, stoppage, inappropriate date, forgotten, …

Significant loss of time and income !

Some solutions:

- Replanification (possible in case of an early
cancellations)

- Extra reminder by SMS some days before

- Fine for late cancellations
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Organizational issues
Suitable test centers (mainly in Flanders)

- Approximately 120 test centers are rented on a temporary base.

- Flanders is a densely populated region:

 Locations become too small (> 45m boom width), other owners, other destination, ….

Solution:

- Prospecting new locations.

- If no suitable location, redivide owners to
neighbouring locations.

Each year there are problems with at least 3 locations.
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Organizational issues
Re-inspection

- Sprayers are NOT repaired during inspection !

- To re-inspect within 3 months.

- Sometimes the number of re-inspections is too low

 Not economically viable to activate test center !

Not re-inspected within 3 months. 

Solution:

- Sending the owner an extra temporary proof.

- Re-inspection in the next semester (Half year).
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Legislation
Review from the legislation

- Approval of a new law can take up to 2 years.

- During an ongoing inspection cycle problems or changes 
are encountered. 

Introduction into a new law can take up to 4 years (worst case). 

Solution:

- Organising several technical committees between inspection services.

- Anticipating as much as possible.
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Quality assurance (ISO17020 mandatory in Belgium)
Start-up of an accreditation

- Starting up takes a lot of effort.

- Large costs !

- Training, setting up structures, shemes, calibrated references, …

Pro’s and con’s should be well considered ! 

Benefits:

- The quality of the inspections is guaranteed !

- All results are traceable.

- Internationally recognized.
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Running accreditation

- Still a considerable amount of work.

- Returning annual costs for the external audits.

Continuous process requiring a constant effort. 

Benefits:

- A quality system keeps everyone alert !

Quality assurance (ISO17020 mandatory in Belgium)



Thank you for your 
attention!
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Contacts:
Johan.Declercq@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

g.defays@cra.wallonie.be


